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“Never before have so many autogyro pioneers and notaries been brought together in one place at the same time.” Ron Bartlett, AUTOGYRO 1/4ly Issue 8 2003

“The April conference was a historic gathering for rotorcraft enthusiasts.” Stephanie Gremminger in Kitplanes October 2003

“Hofstra University appears to have staged the only tribute in the world to the 80th anniversary of the first flight of Juan de la Cierva’s C.4 – the first successful rotary wing aircraft in the world.” Mike Hirschberg, Managing Editor, VERTIFLITE Fall 2003

“In two days the entire 80-year history of the autogyro was celebrated by the people who were there to see it happen – and by people who knew the original historic personalities.” Paul Bergen Abbott, Editor, Author Rotorcraft August 2003

Hofstra University announces the publication of the papers and presentations delivered at the April 2003 From Autogiro to Gyroplane Conference on CD edited by Drs. Bruce H. Charnov and David Klein. It contains papers/presentations by Carl Gunther, Wing Commander Ken Wallis, Juan de la Cierva, Dr. J. Gordon Leisman, Jay Carter Jr., Jay Brian Hendrickson, Roger Douglas Connor, Dr. Sergei Sikorsky, Dr. L. Parker Temple III, Marion Springer, Paul Bergen Abbott, William “Wim” de Saar, Jukka Tervamäki, David Gibbings, David Gittens, Jay Groen, Vittorio Magni, Dr. Robert M. McKillip, Martin Hollmann, and T. P. “Ben” Mullett. The conference CD also contains photographs, animations, movie clips, biographies, a research bibliography and Power-Point® presentations.

Cost: $10.00 for the first CD (including shipping and handling)
$5.00 for each additional CD ordered with the initial order

Checks should be made out to: Hofstra University and sent to: Dr. Bruce Charnov, 228 Weller Hall, 134 Hofstra University, Hempstead, New York, New York 11549-1340 USA
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Address: ________________________________
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